
Wire Stripper with Thread Cutter
No.3500E-3／3500E-4

Different colors adopted for
instant awareness of holding position

Applications: Various electric wires, cords, and cables  (IV, KV, VSF, VA etc.)

True circle shape. No damage on wires

Cushion grip

Fully hardened special steel blade

Thread cutters for 
small screws or bolts

Made in Japan

High precision and high quality wire stripping



Caution

Wire Stripper with Thread Cutter
 Model No. Overall length Weight Color Inner Outer EDP No.  （㎜） （g）  Ctn. Ctn.

 3500E-3 163 107 Red      Black 5 30 141013
 3500E-4 163 107 Yellow     Black  5 30 141014

Cardboard size: 220x75x13mm

Applicable wire sizes

* Some Teflon wires are not suitable.

  AWG 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
 3500E-3 Core wire dia.（㎜） 2.0 1.6 1.3 1.0 0.8 0.65 0.5
  Nominal cross-section dia.（㎟） 3.3 2.0 1.3 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.2
  AWG 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
 3500E-4 Core wire dia.（㎜） 1.0 0.8 0.65 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.25
  Nominal cross-section dia.（㎟） 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.13 0.08 0.05

   No damage on wires 
 even if the blades are 
firmly closed

Wire Stripper with Thread Cutter

Sharp wire cutter

Plier for bending
or pulling wires

Different colors adopted 
for instant awareness of 
holding position

Cushion grip

Actual Size

Truly round circle by highly precise 
grinding with CNB grindstones.
The bore diameters are designed to be 
appropriate so that the blade edges 
don't get contact with the wires
(the Japanese or UL standard wires).

Crimped pivot

Can cut the screw thread to make the 
length shorter. Good for circuit board 
fixing during electronic component 
assembly.
* Not good for stainless steel screws or 
quench hardened screws.

Thread length cutter of small
screws or bolts (for M3/M4)

Anti-drop cord 
can be attached

No.3500E-3 No.3500E-4

AWG24

AWG22

AWG20

No.3500 A B C

Smooth operation and 
gripping. Large-scale rivet 
pin, with little gap
between itself and the pin 
hole, are crimped with 
uniform pressure from
each side.

This enables to use long with 
comfort without stiffness or 
wobble around the pivot.

with conversion table for AWG, mm, and mm2
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●Confirm the appropriate applications, size, and way of use before use. ●Be careful of the electric short circuit and electric shock. 
●Wear protective glasses during use. ●Don't keep this product where children can reach. ●Be careful of dropping of the product by 
pulling it forcedly while an anti-drop cord is attached. ●Do not use the attachment hole for the anti-drop cord in the following cases: 
when the product received an excessive shock once; when any defect, deformation, or quality change are detected; or when the product 
is used under extremely high or low temperature.

True circle is a

Key


